
Defining the Modern CMO
A roadmap for tomorrow's marketing executive



As the owner of how customers hear and experience their brand, 
modern CMOs know that the growth and fragmentation of digital 
marketing channels is creating new opportunities to reach listeners 
across different demographics, locations, devices and interests.  
!
However, CMOs also recognize that these same trends are 
significantly increasing the personalization, complexity and volumes 
of content and data their organization must manage.  
!
Marketing is changing, and the role, responsibilities and profile of 
the CMO is evolving. What are the characteristics that will define the 
CMO in years to come? We propose the following definition of the 
modern CMO. 
!
The modern CMO (noun):  
A CMO who owns and oversees how customers experience the 
brand, end-to-end, while building systems that maximize the reach, 
integrity, consistency and effectiveness of each message. 

The modern CMO is a leader and a builder -- a builder of teams, 
relationships, technology integrations and, most importantly, a 
vision for how to delight customers.  
!
Overall, we see the modern CMO having three 
defining traits: 

1. The modern CMO has a nuanced understanding of their 
customer across all channels, and understands that the 
customer interacts with the brand physically and digitally. 

2. The modern CMO knows that the future of digital is mobile. 

3. The modern CMO is a technology purchaser and power-user.

Who is the modern CMO?



The modern CMO has a nuanced understanding of their customer 
across all channels. These channels can reach billions of people 
across the globe (Facebook, YouTube), and extend well beyond 
social to include email, TV and print too. However, the number of 
social networks and other digital channels are increasing at a rate 
that far outstrips anything else. 
!
The modern CMO knows that it doesn’t make sense to market to 
someone on Facebook the same way at Twitter. This is not because 
of Twitter’s 140-character count limit, but because the demographics, 
interests and devices of Twitter’s users are often fundamentally 
different than Facebook’s. 
!
!
!
!
!
!
Mobile-first digital channels like Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, 
Snapchat and Instagram underpin a major part of customers’ 
experience with brands.

The modern CMO has a nuanced understanding 
of the customer across all channels.
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Very Effective / Extremely Effective Not Very Effective / Mediocre

38% 62% of CMOs report 
multi-channel 
experience is effective 62%

The CMO is now the CXO - the Chief Experience Officer. Inside 
digital businesses, CMOs are being called upon to create “content 
experiences” for customers. As part of the customer journey, content 
experiences go beyond customer service to creating unique and truly 
memorable touch-points for each customer. 
!
Only 62% of executives are reporting their multi-channel content 
experience is effective, and even fewer executives - just 57% - are 
prioritizing the multi-channel customer experience.  
!
CMOs have been falling behind on four key metrics: 

1. ability to build long-lasting customer relations 

2. ability to design and deliver branded customer experiences 

3. ability to use multiple channels strategically 

4. ability to leverage digital channels effectively 
!
Digital is becoming a larger percentage of multi-channel experience, 
and a higher percentage of digital is being experienced on mobile. 
Therefore, this finding does not bode well for retail CMOs, where 
over 42% of brand research and at least 23% of purchases happen 
via smartphones and tablets. 

“We are moving from a world of 
campaign-based marketing to a 
world of sustained communication.” 
— James Gross, co-founder, Percolate



Providing a consistent experience across channels means that every 
piece of content is visually (images, logos, colors) and strategically 
(objectives, tone, and identity) consistent with the brand, while at the 
same time locally relevant and intimate.  
!
More than 71% of CMOs across high-growth companies provide a 
consistent customer experience across all channels, compared to 41% 
of low-growth companies. The modern CMO recognizes the value of 
brand consistency, even at the speed and scale of digital. 
!
In fact, one of the hallmarks of modern CMOs is the ability to manage 
and maintain a consistent customer experience while moving at a faster 
pace. For example, Harry’s, a disruptive shaving brand with it’s sights 
set on established giants like Gillette, acquires and cultivates customer 
relationships in cycles of weeks and months, not years like incumbents. 
The company purchased a German razor blade manufacturer as part of 
their strategy to create more consistent, end-to-end customer experience, 
from the blades themselves, to their NYC barbershop storefront and 
their sleek web design. 
!
Across industries like CPG (Harry’s), retail (Quirky, One King’s Lane) 
and transportation (Uber, Tesla), successful modern marketing executives 
are understanding every channel their brand reaches customers, and 
then engineering consistent, engaging experiences across them.

How successful is your company in delivering effective 
customer experiences?

However, the CMOs of high-growth 
companies are a different breed.
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The modern CMO knows that the future is in mobile, because mobile 
isn’t just a new screen for marketers to worry about.  
!
Fifteen years ago, you needed to walk over to your desktop computer 
in your home and turn it on. We all remember the sound of that dial-up 
connection. Ten years ago, you had to open up your laptop, turn it on, 
and look for a wifi network to connect to before checking your email. 
Seven years ago, Apple unveiled the first iPhone and and suddenly you 
the ability to connect to the Internet instantly. Everything changed. 
!
Mobile technology like smartphones has extended the amount of time a 
customer can spend on the Internet from a few hours a day, to 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week.  
!
Highlighting this shift, Americans consumed more than 11 hours of 
electronic media each day in Q4 2013.

The modern CMO knows 
the future is mobile.
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“What we are going to see over the next  
  10, 15, 20 years is a big change in who  
  your customer is and how many of   
  them there are.”
— Noah Brier, CEO, Percolate



Looking ahead, the number of people worldwide who own 
smartphones will increase to over 1.75 billion in 2014. While 
smartphone use is almost ubiquitous in North America and across 
Europe, for people living in emerging markets -- particularly in rural 
areas -- there is enormous potential for additional growth. Asia and 
Africa are truly “mobile first” continents with 800 million and 300 
million smartphone users expected by 2015.  
!
Dropping costs of 3G/4G networks and a rising global middle class 
in emerging markets will keep smartphone growth at a double digit 
year-over-year rate through 2016. By 2018, mobile commerce (m-
commerce) sales are expected to reach an estimated $626 Billion, 
almost equal to global e-commerce sales revenue in 2013.  
!
The modern CMO understands mobile matters. Last year, 58% of 
CMOs reported an increase in the effectiveness of their mobile 
marketing - up 8% since 2012. By comparison, CMOs who aren’t 
focused on their mobile presence are falling behind.   
!
The modern CMO knows mobile has made the marketing department 
a content marketing department. Because mobile simplifies the media 
experience to a stream that can be refreshed with a click or thumb 
gesture, marketing departments need to be designed to support 
sustained, always-on communication efforts. For the first time, CMOs 
can seamlessly distribute content to every employee in the 
organization via mobile.
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The modern CMO is a technologist, a systems builder, and the most 
important strategic executive in the organization after the CEO. This 
is an enormous responsibility, as CMOs must navigate the 
considerable challenges posed by social, mobile, and the enormous 
amounts of data being generated by both. And while the window for 
marketing has expanded indefinitely, in some cases the window for 
content creation has shrunk to mere minutes. To keep up with the 
pace, CMOs will need to turn to the very thing which has made the 
modern CMO’s job much more challenging - technology. 
!
To manage the pace and diversity of modern communications 
channels, CMOs must become technology purchasers and 
integrators. In fact, marketing is so underpinned by technology that 
by 2017 CMOs are projected to spend more money on technology 
than CIOs. The modern CMO collaborate closely with their CTO, 
CIO, VP(s) of Engineering and HR leadership to create an enterprise-
wide ecosystem where virtually every single department in the 
organization is touched by, and sharing the message of marketing. 
!
The speed at which new technologies are adopted by customers is 
now moving at a pace we’ve never seen.

The modern CMO is a technology power-user.
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Despite this awareness, according to a recent report by Accenture, 1 
in 4 CMOs lack critical technology and resources needed for digital 
integration. At the same time, more and more vendors have emerged 
offering point solution software for capabilities like planning, social 
listening or analytics - leaving marketers with the difficult task of 
assessing vendor capabilities and their overall approach to 
purchasing and integrating a marketing technology stack. 
!
To implement company-wide digital systems that are effective and 
can stand the test of time, CMOs will need to  build teams that can 
assess technology both in terms of how it meets existing and future 
business requirements, as well as how it can be integrated with 
existing tools, processes and infrastructure. CMOs also need to 
develop stronger relationships with their technical counterparts in IT 
to align objectives and priorities. 
!
As the role and needs of the CMO changes, hiring diverse talent 
with more technical competency across digital, software and mobile 
has become critical.  
!
CMO’s must: 
– Develop a formal recruitment process for talent in data, analytics, 

and software engineering 

– Create training programs for marketers to understand how to 
manage and use growing amounts of customer, campaign and 
communications data 

– Organize their marketing department(s) around three 
organizational “systems” - content, customer channels, and data

“We define marketing as a combination  
  of value and innovation, and that  
  means that we had to look at  
  marketers as innovators.”

— Beth Comstock, CMO, GE



Who is the modern CMO? The modern CMO has a nuanced 
understanding of the customer across all channels, knows that the 
future is in mobile technology, and is a technology power-user. 
The modern CMO knows that all companies are digital companies, 
and that in order to keep up with the pace and complexity of modern 
marketing they will need to build and integrate technology systems. 
These systems of record will allow marketers to scale their marketing 
efforts across the organization.

“Marketing as an industry has 
changed more in the past 15 years 
than it has in the first 75. And it’s 
poised to change more in the next 5 
than it has in the past 15.”

— Noah Brier, CEO, Percolate
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Percolate is the system of record for marketing. Our technology 

helps the world's largest and fastest-growing brands at every 

step of the marketing process.  

!
Want to learn more?  

Contact learn@percolate.com for more information  

or request a demo today at percolate.com/request-demo
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